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NEW QUESTION: 1
When restoring R75 using the command upgrade > Port. Which of the following items is NOT
restored?
A. Route tables
B. SIC Certificates
C. Global properties
D. Licenses
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Effective communication occurs in groups as well as between individuals and is made up of
several key components, such as the purpose of the message, the audience that you are
delivering the message to, and the content of the message itself. One important area to
consider when working with manage communications______________
A. The project performance report structure
B. How often to distribute the information
C. The choice of media
D. The communications plan
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The choice of media, or the way you deliver the information is as important as what you say. It
is important to determine when to communicate in writing versus orally, when to prepare an

informal memo or when to use a formal report, and when to communicate face to face or by
email, as examples.

NEW QUESTION: 3
How would a link to a custom agent running on the same host be created in a Linux OS agent
workspace?
A. Create a temporary link from the Linux OS agent to the custom agent workspace.
B. Create an absolute link from the Linux OS agent to the custom agent workspace.
C. Create a permanent link from the Linux OS agent to the custom agent workspace.
D. Create a dynamic link from the Linux OS agent to the custom agent workspace.
Answer: A
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